
RULES FOR WEBSITE WRITING

Hold your readers' attention with well-written website content that's optimized for search engines like Google. Here are
our expert tips for writing.

Say what you see. Your first sentence as the slide to get people to the second sentence. In this way, padding
and waffle debase political discourse, Orwell argued. So have no fear of a short sentence. How can you stand
out from the noisy crowd? The Keyword Phrases rule I optimise my headlines around keyphrases, rather than
individual keywords. Do easy-to-scan bullet points reduce wordiness? For example, a webpage about climate
change might organize information under the following headings: What Is Climate Change? It is not
necessarily the number of short paragraphs or sentences you have, but how easy it is for the reader to digest.
Multiple-comma sentences can often be reworked to just include one comma. Avoid multi-idea sentences and
paragraphs. Avoid topic seepage â€” make sure each content item is about just one thing Writing for online
means breaking your thoughts down into modules. While the harm they do is much overstated, they can at
times cause unnecessary and avoidable confusion. An interesting video they should watch? Or maybe your
copywriter needs to understand medical terminology, so you like to see a headline like copywriting for the
medical industry. A reader-friendly revision would be: The journalist interviewed a bystander about the
incident, and recorded her statement to include in the story. Or what can you do for them? Visually, one is just
a dot, two is a mere line, but three is a triangle. So keep your web copy as simple as possible. Hardly anybody!
Even experienced web writers make it. Front-load with the bit the user cares about â€” follow the Rule of 2s
Eye-tracking research underlines the importance of getting the first two words right in headings, intro lines,
standfirsts and other content elements that are crucial for scan-reading. He proposes seeing each sentence as a
story, with characters who carry out actions. Use familiar words As Web readers, we are hunter-gatherers once
againâ€”only this time, instead of scanning the horizon for prey, we scan pages for carewords. Various rights
reserved.


